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THE MINNESOTA TACONITE PRODUCTION TAX:
AN ALTERNATIVE INDEX'
PETER KAKELA*, HOWARD HAAS**, AND DENA DRASKOVICH***
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we have analyzed the inflation indices applied to
the Minnesota taconite production tax. In doing so, we found that the set
of indices established by the Minnesota legislature does not correlate
well with the value of the goods being taxed and the iron ore being
mined in Minnesota. Given that the indices were introduced so that the
tax would keep pace with the value of the iron ore being mined, the
failure of the indices to track the actual iron ore value poses a problem.
In fact, it is a problem that has been officially recognized. Over the life
of the tax escalator, the index has been changed several times, as has the
base itself. Furthermore, the index has been frozen by special legislative
action in seven of the last eleven years, which suggests that the escalator
may be out of synch with industry trends. There are, in fact, far better
indices for use as an escalator for this tax. In this paper we analyze a
number of these for their appropriateness. Most suitable among these is
the iron ore index (10) collected by the U.S. Department of Labor
Statistics. We also examine the possibility of using a tax based on a
fixed percentage of actual mine value, which is calculated annually by
Minnesota's Department of Revenue, Mineral Tax Office.
I. SHIFT TO PRODUCTION TAX
One of the major taxes on any mining operation traditionally has
been a property tax, or ad valorem tax.2  This literally means "in
proportion to the value" or "according to the worth of" the property or
holdings.' The notion has been that the mineral reserves are the crucial
'This research project was initiated by a question posed by the Northeastern Minnesota
Development Association.
*Peter Kakela, Professor, Department of Resource Development, Michigan State
University. Dr. Kakela has been doing research on the North American iron ore industry since 1974.
He has published over 75 professional articles based on his research findings.
*Howard Haas, Professor, Department of Economics, Michigan State University. Haas
completed his Ph.D. in the Department of Economics at Michigan State University in 1999 and is
currently Senior Economist in the Energy Division's Policy Section at the Illinois Commerce
Commission.
***Dena Draskovich, Former Director of Developmental Research, Northeastern
Minnesota Development Association, Duluth, Minnesota.2Peter J. Kakela, Iron Ore: From Depletion toAbundance, 212 SCIENCE 132,133 (April
10, 1981).
"RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 20 (unabridged ed. 1966).
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part of the worth and future earnings of any mining operation. The
mineral reserves are, therefore, comparable to a manufacturer's capital
investment in factories and manufacturing equipment. Because they are
the future means of producing wealth for their respective operations, they
have been taxed as such.
For most iron ore mines in the U.S., however, the primary tax
has been changed from an ad valorem tax to a production tax that is
based on the volume of ore produced.5 This clearly shifts the tax burden
away from the estimated value of the mine property and mineral reserves
to the amount of ore the mine is able to produce each year.
This shift away from a value-of-holdings tax to a production tax
was enacted in 1941 by the Minnesota Legislature to encourage the
development of very low grades of iron ore.6 Going back even before
World War II, there was a fear that the rich, high-grade deposits of iron
ore on the Mesabi Range in northern Minnesota and elsewhere in the
U.S. might soon be exhausted.7 It was well known that there were lots of
lower-grade iron ores surrounding the rich deposits.8 However, the low-
grade ores required about three times as much crude ore to be mined for
each ton of upgraded ore that could be shipped.9 To encourage
development of the low-grade ores, the Minnesota legislature in 1941
passed a law that would tax the mining companies on what they were
actually able to produce from the low-grade deposits, as opposed to how
much land or wealth they held in order to mine the low-grade ores.'0
Ten years later, in 1951, the Michigan legislature passed a similar law-
the Specific Ore Tax--to encourage the development of their low-grade
iron ore. This was a critical change for the iron mining industry for two
reasons. First, Minnesota and Michigan produce almost all (more than
95%) of the iron ore mined in the U.S. today, with Minnesota producing
about three-quarters and Michigan producing about one-quarter.1
2
Second, almost all the iron ore mined in the U.S. today is low-grade
4
FRANKLIN J. STERMOLE, ECONOMIC EVALUATION AND INVESTMENT DECISION
METHODS 220 (5th ed. 1984).
5
MINERAL TAX OFFICE, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, MINNESOTA MINING
TAX GUIDE FOR 1998, 1 (1999).
61941 Minn. Laws ch. 375" 1-6 (current version at MINN. STAT. ANN. "298.24 -298.28
(2001)). 7
Kakela, supra note 1, at 132.
8
1d.
'Peter J. Kakela, Iron Ore: Energy, Labor, and Capital Changes with Technology, 202
SCIENCE 1151, 1152 (December 15, 1978).
'See 1941 Minn. Laws ch. 375" 1-6 (current version at MINN. STAT. ANN. "298.24 -
298.28 (2001)).
"See 1951 Mich. Pub. Acts No. 77" I-4 (current version at MICH. COMP. LAWSANN.
211.621 - 211.624 (West 200 1)).
2
Peter J. Kakela & Howard J. Haas, "Michigan's Mineral Wealth, " Special Report,
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station (Mich. State Univ. Status and Potential of Michigan
Natural Res. Series, East Lansing, Mich.) Mar. 2000 at 6.
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taconite ore and the tax change encouraged companies to develop the
technology to process this ore.' 3 In 1997, for example, Michigan and
Minnesota produced a combined tonnage of 60.5 million long tons of
usable ore from the low-grade taconite deposits, but only 0.5 million
long tons of the high-grade hematite (red) ore.14
U1. MINNESOTA'S PRODUCTION TAx HISTORY
The Minnesota taconite production tax, enacted in 1941,
preceded commercial production by more than a decade to establish an
incentive to commercialize this new technology.15 The original tax rate
was set very low as an incentive to the industry to perfect the upgrading
and pelletizing process of the low-grade taconite ores.'
6 Several pilot
plants were built in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Taconite pellets were
first produced commercially in 1955.17
The taconite production tax rate set by the 1941 statute was five
cents per ton with a small additional charge for pellets with an iron
content exceeding 55%.18 This original tax rate was less than half the ad
valorem rate applied to the red, hematite ores and, as a production tax,
was assessed only when production actually occurred. 19 The original rate
lasted for the first fifteen years of commercial taconite production. Ad
valorem taxes are applied to the value of the land holdings as long as
they are owned, and production taxes are levied only when a productive
product is made and sold.
In 1969, the statutory base rate was increased and the first
inflation index was added based on the wholesale price index 
(WPI). 20
The intention was to keep the tax per ton at a constant proportion of the
value of ore mined.2'
A series of increases to the statutory base rate were enacted
during the 1970s. 22 In 1977, the legislature adopted the steel mill
'
3
Kakela, supra note I, at 133.
14Peter F. Marcus, Karlis M. Kirsis, & Peter J. Kakela, "North American Iron Ore
Industry: Opportunities and Threats." World Steel Dynamics-Core Report YY (PaineWebber
research, New York, N.Y.) Jan. 1996, ch. 3 at 42.
"
5See 1941 Minn. Laws ch. 375" 1-6 (current version at MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 298.24 -
298.28 (2001)).
'6Kakela, supra note 8, at 1156.
'7T. E. Mullaney, Iron Ore Depletion Danger Met, N.Y. TIMES, June 19, 1955, 3, at 1.
18l941 Minn. Laws ch. 375'2 (amended 1969) (current version at MINN!. STAT. ANN. §
298.24(I) (2001)).
19Kakela, supra note 8, at 1156.
20 The wholesale price index (WPI) became the producer price index (PPI) after some
revision of its component pieces. Both indices measure prices only at the wholesale level. See
MINERAL TAX OFFICE, supra note 4, at 21 fig. IS.
2 d. at 21-22.22 Id. at 21 fig.18.
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products index (SMPI) and set a new base rate of $1.25 per ton.23 In
1986, it eliminated the iron content index, which was first established in
1941.24 Also in 1986, the legislature changed the index from the SMPI
to the gross national production implicit price deflator (IPD).25  The
change to IPD was made primarily because the industry objected to the
SMPI, claiming that it did not track mine value very well. A new base
rate of $1.90 was established in 1986 and remains in effect today.
26
With the two key adjustments to the base rate, $1.25 in 1977 and
$1.90 in 1986, the legislature effectively reset the tax rate to
approximately 4% of mine value.27 Specifically, the 1977 base rate was
set at 3.6% of mine value and the 1986 rate was set at 4% of existing
mine value.28
The current inflation adjustment index, the LPD, has been frozen
seven of the last eleven years by special legislative action and has been
allowed to take effect only four times since 1986; in 1989, 1991, 1996,
and 1997.29 The 1996 index was limited by statute to four cents.30 The
1997 increase was 4.7 cents. 31 The four-cent increase in 1996 was offset
by a five-cent increase in the Taconite Economic Development Fund
(TEDF) for 1996,32 a new provision that allows a credit against taxes for
certain capital investments at the mines. 33 The Minnesota legislature has







Mineral Tax Office, supra note 4, at 21 fig.18.
27This is calculated by dividing average mine value, as calculated by the Minerals Tax
Office of the Minnesota Department of Revenue, by the base rate for the Taconite Production Tax.
See id., supra, note 4, at 21, 36.
28d.
29
1d. at 2 1.
'Old.
.1 Id.
"Mineral Tax Office, supra note 4, at 7.
331d'
34A new iron content index was enacted by the 1997 legislature for production in 1997
and thereafter. It was equal to three cents per gross ton for each one percent that the iron content of
the product exceeds seventy-two percent. Since standard pellets and concentrates are in the sixty to
sixty-five percent range of iron content, this provision will apply only to ultra-high-quality direct-
reduced iron (DRI), which has not yet been produced in Minnesota. A new method of calculating the
production tax was introduced in the 1977 law. This law mandated that the tax be calculated on
either a three-year average of tonnage for each company or the current year, whichever was greater.
The industry felt that this method was very unfair and it was repealed and replaced with the current
straight three-year average method in 1984. This repeal was preceded by a series of court cases over
mining taxes that were resolved by Minnesota Supreme Court rulings and industry-legislative
negotiations in 1984. The 1984 Supreme Court ruling upheld the constitutionality of the "three-year
average or current year" provision of the production tax calculation. However, the court directed the
state to modify its indexing calculation. This change resulted in a credit to the industry of $17.9
million and $5.5 million in interest. The entire amount was paid through production tax credits to
each company over five years. Id.
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Ill. THE PROBLEM
Ever since lawmakers added the first inflation-tracking escalator
to the production tax in 1969, there has been much discussion about an
appropriate index to use for the escalator. Management, labor, and
legislators have all voiced strong opinions about the index at various
times," and the index has been changed several times in the past. As
mentioned, it was changed in 1977 (from the WPI to the SMPI) and
again in 1986 (from SMPI to the IPD). 3 It has also been 'frozen' by
special legislative action seven times since 1986, which suggests that the
current escalator may be out of synch with industry trends.
3 7
We have analyzed these indices38 along with several other
variables3 9 to see which relates best to the actual value of the ore being
produced.
The question we have tried to answer is: How well do the
various indices predict the value of the taconite pellets produced at
Minnesota mines, i.e., the mine value? The assumption behind the
question is clear: as long as there is going to be an automatic escalator
for the taconite production tax, it should change in the same way that the
value of the ore being produced changes.
40
Numerous indices were tested against the mine value, including
the steel mill products index and the GNP implicit price deflator.
Neither the SMPI nor the IPD tracked the mine value4' very well using
data from 1980 to 1996.42 Each predicted less than half of the observed
variation in mine value. However, two other indices were found that
have a much greater correlation with actual mine value, each with R2
scores in excess of .80 when compared with mine value since 1980.
"See e.g., Lee Bloomquist, Steelworkers Want Taconite Tax to Increase, DULUTH NEWS-
TRIBUNE, January 30, 1996, at XX; Lee Bloomquist, Taconite Industry: Panel Suggests Tax
Reduction, DULUTH NEWS-TRIBUNE. February 26, 1996, at XX; Lee Bloomquist, TaskForce Mum
on Taconite Production Tax, DULUTH NEWS-TRIBUNE, November 26, 1996, at XX; Dave Ojala,
Taconite Tax Relief, HIBBING DAILY TRIBUNE, September 22, 1998, at XX.
36MINERAL TAX OFFICE, supra note 4, at 21 fig. 18.
3"Id.
3 This analysis included the WPI, SMPI, and IPD indices.
"Other variables included the iron ore index, the calculation of "mine value" as
determined annually by the Minnesota Department of Revenue, local and regional property values, as
well as the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Producer Price Index (PPI). MINERAL TAX OFFICE,
supra note 4. at 21 fig. 18.
4"This is the author's conclusion based on the history of the Taconite Production Tax as
paid and the legislative history of changing the base rate as well as their recent freezing the escalator
for numerous years.41 "Mine Value" is calculated each year by the Mineral Tax Office professionals of the
Minnesota Department of Revenue. It is a detailed calculation that determines "the value of taconite
pellets AFTER benefication or processing, but PRIOR to any stockpiling, transportation, marketing.
and marine insurance, loading, or unloading costs" have occurred. MINERAL TAX OFFICE, supra note
4. at 30. 42See Table 1, infra p. 19.
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IV. METHODS
First, to establish the value of the ore produced, we have used
the Minnesota Department of Revenue Minerals Tax Office figures for
mine value.43 The Department of Revenue establishes a common selling
price for taconite pellets each year in order to calculate how much
occupation tax each mine must pay."4 The mine value, then, is the value
of the ore at the mine, after beneficiation, but without any transportation
charges.45 It is expressed in dollars per long ton of iron ore pellets, FOB-
mine. And for our analysis, mine value is the independent variable.
After numerous trials, four key variables were selected to be the
focus of comparison with mine value: (1) the steel mill products index
(SMPI), (2) the implicit price deflator (IPD), (3) the iron ore (1O) index,
and (4) a measure of the market value of real estate in northeastern
Minnesota.46
The time period for the first round of comparisons was the
seventeen-year period from 1980 through 1996. The main reason for
selecting this time period was that it included the sharp decrease in mine
value that occurred after the 1982 recession. 47 Prior to 1980, the value of
iron ore was increasing in concert with most other commodities and the
U.S. economy in general.48 Therefore, several indices tracked mine
value quite well.49 It was only after hard times befell the industry in the
early 1980s that the value of iron ore deviated greatly from most of the
broader economic indices.
50
V. DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLE
The SMPI, IPD, and 10 index are all published monthly by the
U.S. Department of Commerce. 51 The SMPI includes the wide range of
"id.
44ild.
4These four variables had the highest preliminary correlation coefficients with "mine
value." They also made the most intuitive sense to be related to the selling value of the ore. Id.
41 Marcus, supra note 13, ch. 6 at i.
48Id.
4"See Table 1, infra p. 19.
5Tihe wholesale price index, which became the producer price index (PPI), was last used
as a taconite production tax escalator in Minnesota in 1976. It is the broadest measure of producer
prices in the U.S. economy. It was examined, but not focused on, because of its low correlation with
mine value after 1980. MINERAL TAX OFFICE, supra note 4, at 21 fig. 18. The main explanation for
iron ore's deviation from the broader indices is that the iron ore mining industry in North America
had become severely overbuilt during the expansion years of the 1970s and, therefore, experienced
major contraction during the early 1980s recession period.
" U.S. Dep't of Commerce: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. "Producer Price Indices," and U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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products produced by U.S. steel mills, from the least processed pig iron
to highly processed cold-rolled sheet steel, rails, and galvanized
products.5 2 These are obviously related to iron ore, but they are greatly
removed from iron ore in the valued-added continuum that builds toward
finished steel products. Most of the steel mill products included in the
SMPI have a selling value of some five to twenty-five times the value of
iron ore.53 In addition, the SMPI, being a finished products index, will
tend to be smoother and lead an index that measures a raw materials
industry. That is, a raw materials indices, based on a tighter commodity
group of first round suppliers, will tend to be more volatile and will tend
to lag behind a finished industry index.
54
The IPD is also a broad index. The [PD is based on the ratio of
current to constant (real) dollars of GNP multiplied by one hundred.
5
Both the current and constant portions of the IPD are made up of a
weighted average of the prices indices used to deflate GNP. The weights
used for each index included in IPD are based on the measured portion
that each category of goods actually contributes to the composition of
GNP. 6 The IPD represents the most comprehensive price index
published by the U.S. government. It is designed to "measure the
difference between current dollar GNP and constant dollar GNP, that is,
to reflect price trends throughout the economy as a whole.57 As such, it
is far removed from the fluctuations of a raw material industry like iron
ore.
The 10 index is a far narrower index made up of the weighted
average of prices of iron ore in the United States.58 Minnesota ores make
up a large share of this, but the index also includes factors for the price
of iron ore from Michigan, other U.S. sources, Canada, and offshore ore
that is imported into the U.S
5 9
Property values in mining communities should be another
reasonable indicator of the value of mine activity. Iron ore is mined in
two counties in Northeastern Minnesota St. Louis and Itcasca. For a
measure of property values in these counties we used the market value
provided by the assessor's offices in both St. Louis and Itasca.6° We did







"U.S. Bureau of the Census, STATISTICAL ABSTRACTS OF THE UNITED STATES: 1996,
(116" ed. 1996).
"The weightings are listed in Table 2, infra p. 20.
6'Source: Mr. Clayton Breihman, St Louis County Assessor's Office, Duluth Minnesota,
and personal communication with the Northeastern Minnesota Development Association (July 16,
1998).
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not include the city of Duluth because it is the community in the region
least affected by changes in iron ore value.61 The cities and townships
that were selected had a population of 74,016 in 1995 out of a total
population of 155,660 for the two counties (excluding Duluth's 85,665
population).62 Therefore, our sample represents 48% of the two counties'
population, excluding Duluth.63 The communities included in the
property value index are listed below in table 3.
We used regression analysis to measure the statistical correlation
between the indices and mine value. Again, mine value was the
independent variable and the indices were the independent variables.
The key statistic we used was R2 (or the correlation coefficient squared),
which indicates how well the dependent variable corresponds or
correlates to the independent variable.64 In this way, we were able to
calculate the percentage of the variation in mine value that could be
predicted by a change in a given index over time.
VI. RESULTS
We found that the steel mill products index (SMPI) predicted
only 25% of the change in iron ore mine value in Minnesota for the
period of 1980 through 1996. In addition, the beta on SMPI indicated a
negative relationship between changes in mine value and the SMPI.
That is, when the SMPI was increasing, the actual mine value was
falling. When the SMPI was lagged one year, it improved, predicting
33% of mine value over the same period. This was expected, given that
raw material industries tend to lag behind finished product industries in
the business cycle.
The implicit price deflator (IPD) predicted 37% of iron ore mine
value in Minnesota for the period of 1980 through 1996. Lagging the
IPD did not improve its relationship to mine value.
The average of the complete sample of property market values
for St. Louis and Itasca counties predicted 37% of the iron ore mine
value in Minnesota. By using just the city property market values from
the St. Louis county sample and lagging that data by two years, the
predictability of mine value improved to 68%.
The 10 index yielded an R2 of .82, given its relatively tight
correlation with iron ore mine values in Minnesota for the period
"Duluth is the largest city in northern Minnesota; its population makes up over half
(55%) of the total population of the entire region. As a result, Duluth is much more urbanized than
the rest of the region.
62Breihman, supra, note 60.
6"
3
See Table 3, infra p. 21.
64WILLAM MENDENHALL, INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS 277 (3rd
d. 1971).
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examined, 1980 through 1996.
VII. DISCUSSION
We believe the 10 index is a better, cleaner, and more accessible
predictor of Minnesota's iron ore mine value than any other index we
analyzed. The 10 index has a higher correlation with mine value than
the other indices for the critical 1980 to 1996 time period with an R2 of
.82. This period was a critical evolutionary time for the industry as it
weathered the 1982 recession, cut costs, and re-formed itself. Only one
other variable had a reasonable correlation to mine value, the city
property values in St. Louis county lagged two years against mine value,
but two strikes work against this variable. First, it is subjective in its
selection; for example, it is not based on all property values in the
region.65 Second, the data used are less accessible and less timely in
collection than the government-published 10 index. Therefore, we
believe the 10 index is a much less subjective and more accurate index
than the St. Louis county city property value (modified) variable.
Furthermore, the 10 index, as is true of the SMPI and the EPD, is
published monthly by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 66 making it
accessible and up to date.
The main argument against the 10 index is that it is a narrow
measure with the price of Minnesota iron ore making up approximately
75% of the whole index. With price collusion or some other form of
market manipulation by the Minnesota mines, it would be possible for
them to have some influence on the index and therefore the tax itself.
We believe this is highly unlikely because of the intense competition
67among the operating mines today. In addition, there exists a
significant amount of poised capacity in the U.S. as well as foreign
sources. Within Minnesota itself, there are five different managers at
seven mines, but there are ten different owners involved in these seven
mines. Four of these mines are wholly owned, and the remainder have
little crossover of ownership and management.68 The nature of collusive
behavior limits concerns about the manipulation of the index in an
attempt to adjust a tax on production. Collusion tends to be used to raise
prices, not lower them. If collusion occurs, there is an expectation that
price will increase, which would cause an increase in the 10 index and in
65 In fact, including all of Itasca and St. Louis per capita property values, for both cities
and townships, lowers the correlation. See Table 4, infra p. 22.
"U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Producer Price Indices (Washington, D.C.), monthly
and annual.
67See Peter J. Kakela, "Iron Ore" chapter in Steel's Millennium--The Steel Strategist #25
by Peter F. Marcus and Karlis Kirsis, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: World Steel Dynamics): pages 220 to
227. 6
Marcus, Kirsis, and Kakela, "North American Iron Ore..." supra, Chapter 5, page 13.
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an 10 indexed production tax. Therefore, the possibility of collusion is
not an argument against using the 10 index as an escalator for the
production tax on iron ore.
But before shifting to the 10 index, some consideration should
be given to using the Minnesota Department of Revenue's own
determination of iron ore mine value as the escalator.69 Mine value has
three strong points in its favor: (1) it is used to determine another key
iron ore tax, the occupation tax, (2) it is established by objective
professionals based on their interpretation of current market conditions,
and (3) it is readily accessible and timely.
70
We used a fixed 5% tax rate on mine value to show the upper
bound for the correlation effort in table 4.71 We selected 5% as a fixed
percentage tax because this was midway between the 1977 statutory base
rate of 3.6% of mine value and the 6.6% used today. Of course, a tax
based on a fixed proportion of mine value will have a high correlation
coefficient, having an all-but-true linear relationship with mine value.
Removing the iron content index from the calculation would increase the
R2 from our .9985 to a perfect 1.00 providing an absolute linear
relationship between the percentage tax and mine value.
VIII. USING THE IRON ORE INDICES TO DETERMINE MINNESOTA'S
TACONITE PRODUCTION TAx
To illustrate the impact of the indices, we applied each of them
to Minnesota conditions. This yielded three hypothetical tax rates that
we compared to the actual tax rate. The hypothetical taxes were based
on the 10 index, 72 the actual mandated indices without legislated
freezes,73 and a tax based on 5% of mine value. All three hypothetical
taxes were then compared to the actual production tax set by the state of
Minnesota from 1977 to 1998 in terms of value/long ton pellets (LTP).
This was done to examine the effect that various indices would have on
the taconite tax over time and how well the taxes would track mine
value, not to suggest a new, "appropriate" tax level for today.
Each modeled tax was compared to the actual tax paid.74
Diagram Two gives a comparison of the actual and predicted tax rates, as
well as mine value, from 1977 to 1998. 75 From this we calculated the
total taxes that would have been paid by all Minnesota taconite producers
69MINERAL TAX OFFICE, supra note 4, at 29.
70
1d.
"See Table 4, infra p. 22.
2
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, supra, various months and years.
"MINERAL TAX OFFICE, supra note 4, at 21 fig.18.
741d.
7"See Table 2, infra p. 20.
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in each year from 1977 to 1998.76
In the first case, the tax modeled is based on the actual indices
used in Minnesota, but without the freezes enacted by the legislature.
This tax assumes the same statutory base rates used by Minnesota. In
1977, the statutory base rate on the Minnesota production tax was set at
$1.25 77 a ton and the index was changed to the SMPI. In 1986, the
statutory base rate was increased to $1.9078 and the index was changed to
the IPD.79 It differs from the actual taxes paid only in that it assumes the
indices were not frozen in seven of the last eleven years. The result in
the "no freeze" case is a tax that soon rockets past the actual tax,
reaching $2.64/LTP compared to the current $2.14/LTP 80 being imposed
on production under the actual tax. Using the unfrozen index tax, the
total tax paid by the industry over the twenty-two years of this time
period would be $1. 824 billion compared to the $1.65 8 billion paid over
the same time period under the actual tax. Thus, the seven legislative
freezes have saved the industry $166.6 million over the twenty-two year
period. This translates into an average savings of 19.4 cents/LTP over
the same period.
The second case modeled is a tax that used the 10 index as the
escalator, labeled "10 True" in the graphs. In this tax model the $1.25
base tax rate set by the Minnesota legislature in 197781 was used over the
twenty-two year period. Adjustments to the base rate for the 10 index
were made as well. In the AIO True" case, the current tax rate would be
$1.76/LTP. The industry would have paid a total of $1.401 billion in
production taxes from 1977 to 1998. This is $403.9 million less than the
"no freeze" case presented above. The "1O True" case would have saved
an average of forty-seven cents/LTP over this time period.
The third case we analyzed was a straight 5% tax on mine value,
adjusted for the 10 index. In this case there was no need to consider
statutory base rates or their changes or any index freeze. The flat rate was
applied to the mine value as determined annually by the Minnesota
82Department of Revenue. Under the 5% case, the current production tax
rate would be $1.63/LTP. Total payments over the twenty-two year
period would amount to $1.395 billion. The 5% flat tax would have
saved $429.7 million compared to the "no freeze" case, or an average of
fifty cents/LTP.
Graph two shows the amount that the legislature's freezes have saved the
l'his s hown in Table 3, infra p. 2 1.






"MINERALTAx OFFICE, supra note 4, at 21 fig.18.
"Id. at 30.
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mines in reduced taxes over the sixteen-year period from 1977 to 1998.
This tax savings is shown by the "Leg. Save" bar. Comparisons of the
potential tax burden without freeze with the two other tax cases are also
given in graph two. All values are in millions of dollars and indicate the
total tax savings from 1977 to 1998.
CONCLUSION
Assuming that the intent of this tax was to capture a certain
portion of the value of iron ore produced in Minnesota, 83 we conclude
that there are better indices of mine value than are currently being used
to calculate the Minnesota taconite production tax.
A tax based on a set percentage of mine value itself (we have
used 5%) would appear to be the best choice as it, of course, tracks the
fluctuations in mine value perfectly. The use of a percentage of mine
value as an iron ore production tax has a number of advantages. First, it
is, by definition, a measure of the value of the good being taxed.
Second, it is already used and accepted by the Minnesota Department of
Revenue as the basis for another tax on Minnesota's mines. 4. Third, it is
readily available. 85
If a less locally determined escalator is desired, we found that the
federally determined iron ore (10) index approximates fluctuations in
mine value with an 82% accuracy rate for the years studied, 1980B 1996.
This index was by far the best predictor of fluctuations in mine value of
any federally determined index analyzed.
83See text, supra note 34.
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APPENDIX
Table 1
Minnesota's Taconite Production with Indices Used
(Cents per long ton of taconite pellets)
Production Statutory Fe Inflation Total TEDF
Year Base Index Index Rate Credit
Rate
1941 5.0 .5 None 5.5-cents - 0 -
1969 11.5 .5 0 (WPI*) 12.0-cents -0-
1970 11.5 .5 0 (WPI) 12.0-cents -0-
1971 15.5 .5 .4 (WPI) 16.4-cents - 0 -
1972 18.5 .5 1.3 (WPI) 20.3-cents - 0 -
1973 20.5 1.0 2.8 (WPI) 24.3-cents - 0 -
1974 20.5 1.0 8.2 (WPI) 29.7-cents - 0 -
1975 60.5 1.0 13.4 (WPI) 74.9-cents - 0 -
1976 60.5 1.0 15.5 (WPI) 76.5-cents -0 -
1977 125.0 4.5 0 (SMPI**) 129.5-cents - 0 -
1978 125.0 6.0 8.9 (SMPI) 139.9-cents - 0 -
1979 125.0 6.0 28.8 (SMPI) 159.8-cents - 0 -
1980 125.0 6.0 42.2 (SMPI) 173.3-cents - 0 -
1981 125.0 6.0 60.6 (SMPI) 191.6-cents - 0 -
1982 125.0 6.0 76.8 (SMPI) 207.8-cents - 0 -
1983 125.0 6.0 73.7 (SMPI) 204.7-cents - 0 -
1984 125.0 6.0 79.7 (SMPI) 210.7-cents - 0-
1985 125.0 3.0 76.8 (SMPI) 204.8-cents - 0 -
1986 190.0 - 0 - Frozen 190.0-cents - 0 -
1987 190.0 - 0 - (IPD***) 190.0-cents -0-
1988 190.0 - 0 - Frozen (IPD) 190.0-cents - 0 -
1989 190.0 - 0 - Frozen (IPD) 197.5-cents - 0 -
1990 190.0 - 0 - 7.5 (IPD) 197.5-cents - 0 -
1991 190.0 - 0 - _7.5 (IPD) 205.4-cents - 0 -
1992 190.0 - 0 - 15.4 (IPD) 205.4-cents 10.4
1993 190.0 - 0 - 15.4 (IPD) 205.4-cents 15.4
1994 190.0 - 0 - 15.4 (IPD) 205.4-cents 15.4
1995 190.0 -0- _15.4 (IPD) 205.4-cents 15.4
1996 190.0 -0- 15.4 (IPD) 209.4-cents 20.4
1997 est. 190.0 -0- 19.4 (IPD) 214.1-cents 15.4
24.1 (IPD)
* Wholesale price index
** Steel mill products index
* Gross national product implicit price deflator
_ In years following 1989 and 1991 where the inflation index is unchanged, it
was frozen by legislative action
TEDF is the Taconite Economic Development Fund, an investment credit
allowed against production taxes.
Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue, Mining Tax Guide for 1997,
(September 12, 1997).
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Table 2
Weighting for Iron Ore Index
Great Lakes area:
Intra-company pellet transfers
Market sales of pellets
Subtotal:
Non-Great Lakes sources:
Market sales of pellets








Note: Minnesota production accounted for 75.6% of Great Lakes pellet
production In 1997. Therefore, we estimate that the sale of Minnesota pellets
represents approximately 70% of the total iron ore index.
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Table 4
Regression Results for Key Variables
Against Minnesota Ore Mine Value
Independent Iron Ore Mine Value
Variables Value Predicted
Steel mill products index .34 34%
SMPI lagged 1 year .33 33%
GNP implicit price deflator .37 37%
Average property value
St. Louis and Itasca .37 37%
counties
St. Louis county city property .68 68%




5% tax of mine value
Note: Detailed statistics are listed in the appendix.
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